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all-solid-state batteries (ASSBs).[!] ASSBs 
have garnered interest since they o"er the 
potential for improved safety and energy 
density compared to lithium-ion batteries. 
To realize these advantages, the nonflam-
mable solid electrolyte would replace the 
flammable liquid electrolyte and Li metal 
would replace carbon anodes to reduce cell 
volume and weight.[#] As a result, about 
!$$% higher energy densities could be 
achieved compared to conventional Li-ion 
batteries.[%,&] Sulfide-based electrolytes 
with adequate ionic conductivity, low inter-
facial resistance against electrodes, and 
low processing cost make them one of the 
most promising inorganic solid electro-
lyte materials that could enable ASSBs.['] 
However, despite the development of dif-
ferent compositions through di"erent 
synthesis techniques in the Li#S-P#S' 
(LPS) family,[(–!$] the successful transition 
to Li metal with relevant charging rates  
(!% mA) cm"# at room temperature) has 
not been realized.

It has been reported that microstructural defects, such as 
grain boundaries and/or pores can play a role in determining 
the maximum charging rate (or critical current density, CCD) 
a solid electrolyte can withstand without Li penetration.[!!,!#] 
Thus, a glassy, dense microstructure may be preferred for ASSB 
applications. In previous work,[!%] the densification behavior or 
LPS *'-#' was studied as a function of temperature (#'–%$$)°C) 
at fixed pressure (&*)MPa). It was determined that crystalliza-
tion of the thio-LiSICON III analog phase occurred between 
!*$ and #'$)°C. Moreover, the relative density was more or less 
invariant of densification temperature (#+$% RD; calculated 
dividing the geometrical density by its theoretical density in 
the amorphous phase: !.++ g) cm"%).[!&] While in our previous 
study, the maximum hot-pressing pressure (&*)MPa) was lim-
ited by the mechanical integrity of the molding die, we recently 
developed capabilities to increase pressure to achieve %($)MPa. 
With this new capability, the current study compliments our 
previous study by investigating the densification behavior of 
LPS *'-#' as a function of pressure at fixed temperature. The 
pressure ranged between &* and %($)MPa and the temperature 
was fixed at the glass transition temperature (Tglass). We hypoth-
esize that by increasing the molding pressure the relative den-
sity will increase. Furthermore, the simultaneous application of 
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%. Introduction

The goal to achieve widespread adoption of electric vehi-
cles has accelerated the development of solid electrolytes for 
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pressure at Tglass during processing will dramatically reduce the 
elastic modulus, thereby increasing flow to facilitate densifica-
tion. It will be shown that the samples obtained through this 
processing approach indeed have relative densities up to ,+% 
and that significant enhancement to the ionic conductivity and 
an increase in elastic modulus were observed. We believe the 
outcomes of this study can provide mechanistic insight into 
processing-structure-property relationships to improve the fea-
sibility of LPS-based solid-state battery technology.

!. Results and Discussion
!.%. Materials Characterization

".#.#. E!ect of Processing Temperature on LPS $%-"% Densification

Typically, di"erential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is used to 
measure Tglass; however, thermomechanical analysis (TMA) 
was used because DSC relies on measuring changes in heat 
capacity and the change in heat capacity associated for LPS 
during this transition is not su-cient to determine Tglass. TMA 
measures the change in dimensions as a function of tempera-
ture to determine the transition from a vitreous solid to an 
amorphous liquid. The dimension change versus tempera-
ture and corresponding derivative data for a cold pressed LPS 
*'-#' pellet are shown in Figure)!a. The Tglass is more precisely 
described as a transformation range,[!'] thus, it was determined 
that the onset for this transformation started at #$$.$)±)$.!)°C 
with and upper limit at #!%.()±) $.!) °C. The largest change in 
dimension occurred at #$&.() ±) $.!) °C as observed from the 
derivative dimension change trace in Figure)!a. A heating rate 
of $.*)°C)min"! was used to measure Tglass to match the heating 
rate used during the densification in this study. The Tglass is 
similar, but lower compared to the Tglass of ##$)°C for LPS *$-%$ 
measured by Minami et) al. and Tatsumisago et) al.[+,!(] This 
di"erence is attributed to the di"erence in composition, but 
mainly to the higher heating rate used. Both Minami et)al. and 
Tatsumisago et)al. used a heating rate of !$)°C min"!, compared 
to $.*)°C min"! for this study. Since Tglass refers to a structural 
relaxation transition, it depends on kinetic factors as proposed 
by the Bartenev–Ritland equation.[!'] The structural relaxation 
time is inversely proportional to the cooling/heating rate. Thus, 
LPS *'-#' with a slower heating rate than *$-%$ will exhibit 

the structural relaxation sooner (lower temperature) than the 
*$-%$ LPS with a faster heating rate. More importantly, for pro-
cessing purposes, a slower heating rate allows su-cient time 
for atoms to rearrange resulting in a denser glass.[!*]

Tcrystallization was measured using DSC (Figure) !b) heating 
at $.*) °C min"! for cold pressed (%($) MPa) and hot-pressed 
(#$$)°C, #*$)MPa). Again, $.*)°C min"! was used to match the 
heating rate during densification. For both samples, Tcrystallization 
was determined to be ##%.*)±)$.()°C, which is in excellent agree-
ment with previous work.[!%] Subtle endotherms/exotherms 
were observed at #!$$)°C in both samples and are believed to 
be associated with traces of moisture in the purging gas, since 
according to specifications, still contains <')ppm of moisture. 
This is believed to be the case rather than resulting from mois-
ture in the sample/pan given that hermetic pans were used 
and sealed in a dry (<$.')ppm H#O) Ar glovebox in addition to 
storing the pans in a vacuum oven at !#$)°C. The heat capacity 
at constant pressure showed no appreciable change after hot-
pressing at #$$)°C, #*$)MPa, confirming that no or negligible 
crystallization occurred. Nevertheless, there was a #%% decrease 
in the latent heat of crystallization after hot-pressing (+'.%' J g"!; 
and Figure S!, Supporting Information), suggesting that hot-
pressing while maintaining the amorphous phase results in a 
slightly more thermodynamically stable structure compared to 
the amorphous cold-pressed LPS given that the calculated latent 
heat of crystallization was normalized by mass. From Figure)!, 
several observations can be made. First, TMA determined that 
the Tglass was between #$$.$)±)$.! and #!%.()±)$.! C)°C. Thus, 
to increase flow during densification, by heating above Tglass, 
the temperature selected was #$$)°C and used throughout this 
study for all hot-pressed samples. Whereas in our previous 
study, hot pressing was conducted at !%$, !'$, !*$, !,$, #'$, and 
%$$)°C at a fixed pressure of &*)MPa, thereby excluding the tem-
perature range between Tglass and Tcrystallization.[!%] Second, DSC 
determined that the Tcrystallization was ##%.*)±)$.()°C and did not 
change after hot-pressing at #*$)MPa and #$$)°C. This confirms 
that hot-pressing LPS at #*$)MPa and #$$)°C did not cause crys-
tallization. Taken together, the TMA and DSC analyses deter-
mined the upper (Tcrystallization) and lower (Tglass) bound tem-
peratures for processing. By hot-pressing between these salient 
temperatures, we believed significantly higher densities can 
be achieved. Moreover, it was found that hot-pressing in this 
temperature regime, and at higher pressures compared to the 
previous study,[!%] had beneficial and unexpected consequences 
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Figure %. Measurement of glass transition and crystallization temperature of LPS )*-!* via a) thermomechanical analysis (TMA) and b) Di'erential 
Scanning calorimetry (DSC), respectively. Heating rate on both tests was ".)+°C min"%, same used for densification.
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to the atomic packing factor and the physical and electrical 
properties.

".#.". Microstructural Analysis

Our previous work reported that the LPS geometric density 
values, and consequently, its relative density (RD) values were 
invariant to processing temperature from !%$ to %$$)°C at fixed 
pressure (&*)MPa).[!%] The lack of densification is believed to 
be attributed to the lack of viscous flow, yielding samples with 
#+$% RD compared to its theoretical density in the amorphous 
phase (!.++) g cm"%),[!&] regardless of the hot-pressing tem-
perature. In this study, dramatically di"erent densification is 
observed (Figure)"). The RD clearly increases with increasing 
pressure (at the fixed temperature of #$$)°C). Pressing at room 
temperature, or cold-pressing, at %($)MPa achieves +,) ±) #% 
RD, which is consistent with the theoretical calculations con-
ducted in this study (discussed in Section)#.#), in addition with 
other reports in literature.[!&,!+] This represents a %% increase 
in mean RD compared to our previous study (+()±)#% RD).[!%] 
However, the changes observed are within the detection limits 
of the instrument. For all other samples the hot-pressing tem-
perature was #$$)°C. At &* and ,$)MPa, the RD were ,!)±)#% 
and ,#)±)#%, respectively. It was at pressures of !+$)MPa and 
above that a significant increase in RD was achieved and notice-
able change in microstructure (fracture surfaces) was observed. 
For example, hot-pressing at &* and ,$)MPa produced micro-
structures consisting of discernable particle boundaries and 
porosity (Figure)#). In comparison, when pressing at !+$)MPa, 
the particle boundaries are more-or-less absent and the fraction 
and size of the porosity is noticeably lower. Increasing from ,$ 
to !+$)MPa also resulted in the largest increase in RD (#&%) 
compared to the other increments in pressure from !+$ to 
#*$ and #*$ to %($)MPa. Furthermore, the fracture surfaces of 
samples hot-pressed at and above #*$)MPa are consistent with 
a glassy fracture with no evidence of particle boundaries and 

negligible porosity. From the relative density and fracture sur-
face analysis, it is believed that the decrease in porosity and lack 
of discernable particle boundaries or glassy fracture surfaces, 
suggests that hot-pressing at Tglass and at pressures >)#!+$)MPa 
produces a microstructure resembling a typical melt-processed 
glass. However, to confirm that crystallization on the macro-
scopic scale did not occur along with densification, X-ray dif-
fraction was conducted.

".#.&. Suppression of Heterogeneous Nucleation

To determine if crystallization occurred during densification at 
#$$)°C between &* and %($)MPa X-ray di"raction was conducted 
(Figure)#). With the exception of the sample pressed at &*)MPa, 
all samples lacked evidence of crystallinity and resembled the 
di"raction pattern of cold-pressed LPS. As the molding pres-
sure for hot-pressing decreased from %($ to &*)MPa, gradual 
intensification of di"raction peaks in the X-ray spectrum cor-
responding with the crystallization of the thio-LISICON III 
analog was evident.[!,] This metastable crystalline phase was 
also observed in our previous work where precipitation from 
the mother glass was seen in LPS hot-pressed between !*$ 
and #'$) °C at &*) MPa.[!%] The samples obtained were glass-
ceramics under those processing conditions. The presence of 
crystalline phases below the glass transition and crystallization 
temperature was unexpected since the Tglass corresponds to  
the transition in which atoms rearrange starting as a vitreous 
solid transforming into an amorphous liquid followed by crys-
tallization. As explained by nucleation and growth theory, the 
crystallization process of glassy materials consists of nuclea-
tion and crystal growth stages.[!*] Typically, the formation of 
nuclei is around the onset of the Tcrystallization followed grain 
growth; however, pores and free surfaces can act as hetero-
geneous nucleation sites favoring crystal growth.[!*] These 
regions could act as preferred nucleation sites since they have 
higher free energy, thus, facilitating nucleation and growth 
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Figure !. Relative density as a function of molding pressure of LPS )*-!* with a theoretical density of %.$$ g+cm"(. Fracture surfaces and density meas-
urements of LPS )*-!*. Insets of Secondary Electron Microscope (SEM) images correspond to fracture surfaces with particle boundaries and porosity 
highlighted using white boxes and arrows, respectively.
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of the crystalline phase. Indeed, the samples that showed the 
presence of the thio-LISICON III analog crystalline phase 
had a high-volume fraction of porosity (,–#$%) and free sur-
faces, both acting as heterogeneous nucleation sites favoring 
crystal growth. This was also manifested indirectly on the 
higher latent heat of crystallization measured by DSC on the 
cold-pressed sample compared to the ,+% dense hot-pressed 
sample at #$$) °C, #*$)MPa (Figure S!a,b, Supporting Infor-
mation). We believe that the lack of pores or free surfaces on 
the near to theoretical density samples reduces strain energy 
that suppresses the nucleation or growth of the crystalline or 
metastable crystalline phases. In agreement, the samples that 
exhibited RD ! ,+%, showed little to no metastable crystalline 
phase based on the X-ray di"raction measurements. In addi-
tion, the thermodynamic barrier to nucleation is suppressed as 
the contact angle between the crystalline nuclei and the amor-
phous phase decreases.[!*] We believe the higher the degree of 
densification, the lower the contact angle is obtained between 
the crystalline nuclei and amorphous phase suppressing crys-
tallization. From the X-ray di"raction pattern, the broad peak 
observed on the sample hot-pressed at #*$)MPa along with the 
crystallization peak observed from DSC at ##%.*)±)$.()°C, cor-
roborates that a glassy sample can be attained by hot-pressing 
at #$$)°C.

!.!. Mechanical Properties

The elastic constants and hardness were measured using a 
combination of ultrasonic velocity measurements and nanoin-
dentation experiments (Figure)$). Both techniques were used to 
probe the LPS mechanical properties at di"erent length scales; 
the ultrasonic velocity measurements to acquire bulk properties 
and nanoindentation for localized, single-particle properties. 
Longitudinal and shear wave speeds were used to determine 
the Young’s (E) and Shear (G) Moduli using Equations)(#) and 
(%) (see the Experimental Section).

The E of cold-pressed LPS at %($) MPa was meas-
ured to be !%.*) ±) !.%) GPa, in agreement with Sakuda et) al. 
measurements.[!+] As expected, this value is much lower than 

the E reported for Li-ion conducting oxide 
glasses, such as Li#O-P#O' '$-'$, with an E 
of %,.() GPa.[#$] This value would be antici-
pated to be even higher for a *'-#' compo-
sition as observed with sulfide glasses as the 
glass modifier concentration is increased.[#!] 
The higher moduli observed in oxide glasses 
compared to sulfide glasses lies in the higher 
bonding dissociation energies resulting in a 
more rigid glass network (P-S: &&#)kJ mol"!, 
Li-S: %!%) kJ mol"!, P-O: '+,) kJ mol"!, Li-O: 
%&!)kJ mol"!), in addition to a higher packing 
density.[##]

Despite using lower pressure compared to 
what is typically used for cold-pressing (e.g., 
%($)MPa), Hot-pressing LPS at #$$) °C at &* 
and ,$)MPa, resulted in a greater E (!(.*)±)$.( 
and !(.') ±) $.') GPa, respectively) compared 
to the cold-pressed pellet (!%.#) ±) $.,')GPa). 

We believe this is a consequence of increasing viscous flow that 
results from heating at Tglass, which lowers the volume fraction 
of porosity as shown via electron microscopy and density meas-
urements in Section)#.!.#. This behavior is consistent with the 
exponential relationship between E and the volume fraction of 
porosity reported by Rice et) al.[#%] (Figure) &c). The increase in 
E is believed to be a result of the change in volume fraction of 
porosity of %–&% compared to the cold-pressed sample rather 
than the presence of the metastable crystalline phase detected 
via X-ray di"raction (XRD) for the sample hot-pressed at 
&*)MPa. The presence of the thio-LISICON III analog phase is 
not believed to correlate with the increase in E given that the dif-
ference in E for both hot-pressed samples is negligible and the 
change in density between both samples was only of !%. Addi-
tionally, crystalline phases in the LPS system would be expected 
to exhibit higher E values compared to the amorphous phase as 
demonstrated later in the calculated elastic properties. This sug-
gests that the volume fraction of metastable crystalline phase is 
not su-cient to increase E to a higher extent than the reduc-
tion in volume fraction of porosity (Table)!). In other words, the 
volume fraction of metastable crystalline phase is not su-cient 
to increase E or G at the bulk scale as it was reflected from the 
time of flight measured for the longitudinal and shear waves for 
both samples during ultrasonic velocity measurements.

Hot-pressing LPS from ,$ to !+$) MPa led to a significant 
increase in Young’s Modulus, E, reaching %$.,) ±) $.')GPa. This 
change in elastic properties agrees well with the above finding 
that particle boundaries and porosity decreased considerably by 
hot-pressing at and above !+$)MPa, as observed in the scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) fractographs (Figure) #). However, 
a decrease in the volume fraction of porosity alone cannot com-
pletely explain the increase in E (as it is also evident from the 
exponential fit shown in Figure)&c). We believe the slight deviation 
from the expected exponential relationship is attributed to changes 
on the intramolecular level (intermediate-range order) for the sam-
ples hot-pressed ! !+$)MPa. It is known that more interconnected 
molecular organizations, such as a %D network, can lead to a 
significant increase in E.[#&] Thus, to evaluate the local coordination 
of these disordered materials, pair distribution functions (PDF) 
were collected via neutron di"raction (Figure)%c). In the case of 
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Figure #. X-ray di'raction patterns of LPS )*-!* as a function of molding pressure. The thio-
LISICON III X-ray di'raction pattern was based on data from ref. [%*].
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glasses with covalently bonded elements, the mean coordination 
number can be used to correlate physical properties to structural 
changes. A higher mean coordination number would correspond 
to a more interconnected molecular organization resulting in a 
higher E.[#&] From the spectra collected, it was observed that the 
sample hot-pressed at #*$)MPa, E of #+.$)±) $.()GPa, showed a 
##$% increase in peak intensity compared to the sample hot-
pressed at &* and ,$)MPa (E of !(.*)±) $.( and !(.')±) $.')GPa, 
respectively), mostly on the Li–S pairs. This increase is closely 
related to the change in the coordination environment of the Li 
ions,[#'] but more importantly, suggesting a more interconnected 
arrangement between Li and S for the samples hot-pressed at !+$ 
and #*$)MPa resulting in larger elastic constants.

A slight decrease in E was observed for the LPS hot-pressed 
at #*$) MPa (#+.$) ±) $.() GPa) and the sample hot-pressed at 
%($)MPa was not su-ciently strong to withstand handling and 
fractured upon instrumentation. Residual stress in uniaxially 
hot-pressed materials are known to occur due to di"erences 
in)thermal expansion coe-cients between the molding die and 
the powder, frictional forces between the wall of the die, and the 
extraction process.[#(] It is for these reasons that we believe the 
samples hot-pressed at #*$ and %($)MPa are the most likely to 
have the highest residual stress among all samples. Anecdotally, 
the samples hot pressed at #*$ and %($) MPa were relatively 
weak and brittle, consistent with the presence of residual stress. 

Thus, the slight decrease in E (#)GPa), by increasing the hot-
pressing pressure from !+$ to #*$) MPa, is attributed to the 
presence of microcracks that attenuated the acoustic wave 
speed. Similar behavior is observed for the Shear modulus 
(Figure S#, Supporting Information), which is expected since 
glasses are elastically isotropic. To minimize the impact that 
particle boundaries and porosity may have on the measurement 
of E, nanoindentation was conducted. The E values obtained via 
nanoindentation for the cold-pressed sample and hot-pressed at 
#*$)MPa (!%.#)±)!.$ and #(.!)±)%.!)GPa, respectively, load vs dis-
placement curves shown in Figure) &b) are in good agreement 
with the bulk-type measurements (!%.*)±)!.% and #+.$)±)$.()GPa, 
respectively). These data further suggest that the changes in 
elastic properties measured were related to atomic/molecular 
changes rather than just changes in porosity alone. The slight 
reduction in E from nanoindentation for the hot-pressed 
sample at #*$)MPa could be due to the localized nature of the 
measurements that could have included some indentations 
that were close to microcracks, thus reducing those particular 
E values. The Hardness H values determined via nanoindenta-
tion for the cold-pressed and hot-pressed at #*$)MPa showed 
the behavior expected for reduced volume fraction porosity; an 
increase in hardness, going from $.#,)±)$.$& to $.(')±)$.$*)GPa 
(+,–,+% relative density) as shown in Figure S# (Supporting 
Information). The corresponding shear moduli for all samples 
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Figure +. Elastic and plastic behavior of LPS )*-!*. Young’s Moduli of LPS )*-!* as a function of molding pressure via ultrasonic velocity measurements 
and nanoindentation a,b). Inset in (b) shows the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) !D images acquired from cold-pressed and hot-pressed LPS at 
!)"+MPa !""+°C. c) Young’s Moduli as a function of porosity where E" denotes the Young’s Modulus at " porosity, P the volume fraction of porosity, and 
b is a dimensionless constant. LPS Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) (D maps of d) cold-pressed sample and e) hot-pressed sample at !)"+MPa, !""+°C.
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Figure $. Measured and calculated ionic transport of LPS )*-!* a) Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) spectra of Li-LPS-Li cells at room 
temperature at (.* MPa with their corresponding fit. b) Calculated lithium self-di'usivity at (""+K and activation energy as a function of density. c) Pair 
distribution functions g(r) of LPS )*-!* obtained via time-of-flight neutron di'raction for samples processed at di'erent molding pressures showing a 
shift on the Li–S pair from a face-sharing to a corner-sharing configuration when hot-pressing LPS at !)" MPa, !""C.

Table %. Calculated elastic properties of Li(PS# glass and of related crystalline materials (!-Li(PS#, "-Li(PS#, and Li)P(S%%) as a function of density,  
#. The elastic constants Cij, bulk modulus B, shear modulus G, and Young’s modulus E have units of GPa.

+ # [g+cm"(] B [GPa] G [GPa] E [GPa] $ Cij

glass-Li(PS# %.** &.$! *.%" %(."# ".!$ %!.) ,.# ,.$ ".# "." "%.*

,.# %*.) ).( %.) "%." "".&

,.$ ).( %&.) ".$ "%.! ".%

".# %.) "%.! *.* ".# "".(

"." "%." "%.! ".# *.$ ".#

"%.* "".& ".% "".( ".# ,.!

%.,* %#.!, ,.)* %).#& ".(" !"., &.) &.$ "".# "".! "".*

&.) !*.! %"." %.( "".% "".&

&.$ %"." !#.% ".# ".! "".(

"".# %.( ".! ).# ""., "."

"".! "".% ".! ""., ,., ".(

"".* "".& "".( "." ".( ,.$

%.), %,.&( ,.,% %).*# ".(( !#.# %!." %(.# "%.( "".% ".)

%!." !,.$ %!." "".$ ".% !."

%(.# %!." !).) %.% "(.* ".,

"%.( "".$ "(.* $.( "".) ".&

"".% ".% "(.* "".) ).! "".!

".) !." "., ".& "".! *.%

!.#! *".)" %,.!) ##.%" ".(, )%.$ ().! #%.) "".* "".! "".(

().! )%.* #%.! "%.( ".) "".%

#%.) #%.! )%." ".* ,.% %.$

"".* "%.( ,.% %$.& ".( "".%

"".! ".) ,.% ".( %)., "".#

"".( "".% %.$ "".% "".# %#.#

!-Li(PS# %.$) (%.&" %(."! (#.#" ".(!

"-Li(PS# %.$" !%.)! %%.%# !$.** ".!$

Li)P(S%% %.$" !(.#( &.(! !#.,& ".(!
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including the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness measured 
via atomic force microscopy (AFM) for the cold-pressed and 
hot-pressed at #*$)MPa #$$)°C are listed in Table)#.

The calculated elastic coe-cients, and moduli of LPS *'-#' 
as a function of density are shown in Table) !. The density of 
the melt quenched to %$$ K under atmospheric pressure was 
!.'' g) cm"%; Sakuda et) al. measured a cold pressed density of 
!.&' g) cm"% at !+$) MPa.[!+] Hydrostatic pressure applied at 
%($)MPa during ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) resulted 
in a higher density of !.(' g)cm"%, which is in good agreement 
with the density of the cold-pressed samples reported here at 
%($)MPa (!.(*)g cm"%, see Table) %). Increasing the hydrostatic 
pressure from $.! to %($)MPa within the simulation increased 
all of the bulk, shear and E, from ,.+ to !&.%)GPa, '.! to (.+)GPa, 
and !%.$ to !*.')GPa, respectively. Further increasing the density 
to !.*( g) cm"% (corresponding to P)= !)GPa) yielded insignifi-
cant changes to the shear and E. This density lies within the 
density experimental values of the samples hot-pressed at ,$ 
and !+$)MPa (!.*% and !.+$ g)cm"%, respectively), where the sig-
nificant increase in E was also observed. The calculated elastic 
moduli of the glass for the densities of !.(*–!.*( g)cm"% are con-
sistent with the measured values in this work (Table)%) and those 
of Sakuda et)al.[!+] At these densities, the calculated bulk, shear, 
and E are approximately half the moduli of the related crystal-
line phases, !- and "-Li%PS&, and of Li*P%S!!. (The former phases 
include an ordered arrangement of PS& anions; Li*P%S!! includes 
both PS& and P#S* anions.) Finally, calculations performed at 
the highest density investigated, #.&# g)cm"% (corresponding to 
P)= !$)GPa) resulted in moduli that exceed those of the crystal-
line materials.

Additionally, topographic maps were acquired via AFM of 
the cold-pressed sample and hot-pressed sample at #$$) °C and 
#*$)MPa (Figure)&d,e). The lack of discernable particles within the 
microstructure for the hot-pressed sample is in agreement that a 
glassy material was obtained, resembling a melt-processed glass. 
Furthermore, the cold-pressed sample map still shows discernable 
particles within the microstructure as expected, shown as peaks 
and valleys. Although the RMS roughness values measured for 
each did not vary significantly (%$.$%)±) !.#& for the cold-pressed 
sample and %'.$%)±) !%.#$ for the hot-pressed sample), the peaks 
and valleys found in the hot-pressed sample are taller and deeper 
than the cold-pressed sample. Also, the distance that separates 
each peak is larger for the hot-pressed sample. The repercussions 
to this during cell assembly need to be considered. It is known that 
Li metal exhibits significant creep at room temperature,[#*,#+] thus, 
load above the yield strength of Li[#,] can facilitate contact between 
electrode and electrolyte as it can be observed in Figure S% (Sup-
porting Information) for all samples when assembling Li|LPS|Li 
symmetric cells. Therefore, the values selected when measuring 
ionic conductivity in Section)#.% were taken when the areal specific 
resistance for the bulk contribution did not show considerable 
change as a function of cell stack pressure. Ionic measurements 
were carried out to further investigate the relationship between 
structure and properties in this thiophosphate solid electrolyte.

!.#. Lithium Ionic Transport

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) spectra  
collected and fitted (Figure 'a and Table) ") showed that the 

Table !. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy analysis of LPS processed at di'erent molding pressures. The %-values account for deviation from 
the ideal pure capacitor behavior (%+= %)[(*].

Parameter Cold-pressed Hot-pressed, #) MPa Hot-pressed, &"+MPa Hot-pressed, %$" MPa Hot-pressed, !)" MPa Hot-pressed, (," MPa

Zu [Ohm cm!] ,.$ (.* %".% ".# ".* ".#

QBulk, [F] !.$+$+%""& !.#+$+%""& (.(+$+%""& !."+$+%""& ".&#+$+%""& ".&(+$+%""&

%b ".&, ".&$ ".&* ".$* ".&% ".&$

ZBulk, [Ohm cm!] &").& $*!.% (!,.) %%!., %"&.( %*$.(

QCT, Li-LPS [F] (.$+$+%""( %.$+$+%""( (."+$+%""( #.%+$+%""( %.!+$+%""( ,.!+$+%""(

%CT, Li-LPS ".&" ".&) ".$! ".&* ".&# ".$)

ZCT, Li-LPS[Ohm cm!] & %!., !%.* &.* #.$ #."
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Table #. Density, mechanical properties, and ionic conductivity of LPS )*-!* as a function of molding pressure.

Molding  
Pressure [MPa]

Molding  
temperature [°C]

Density RMS  
roughness

Ultrasonic velocity Nanoindentation Ionic conductivity  
@!*+°C [mS cm"%]

[±"."%+g cm"(] Shear  
Modulus [GPa]

Young’s  
Modulus [GPa]

Young’s  
Modulus [GPa]

Hardness  
[GPa]

#) !"" %.)% ,.#+±+".! %,.)+±+"., ".(

&" !"" %.)( ,.(+±+".! %,.*+±+".* ".#

%$" !"" %.$" %%.$+±+".! (".&+±+".* %

!)" !"" %.$# (*."(+±+%(.!" %".)+±+".) !$."+±+"., !,.%+±+(.% ".,*+±+".") %.%

(," !"" %.$, — — ".$

(," !* %.,) ("."(+±+%.!# *.(+±+".* %(.)+±+%.( %(.!+±+%." ".!&+±+"."# ".!
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LPS cold-pressed (%($)MPa) exhibits a room temperature ionic 
conductivity of $.# mS cm"!, which is in good agreement with 
the values reported previously.[%$,%!] When hot-pressing the 
sample at #$$) °C and &*) MPa resulting in a glass-ceramic, 
the ionic conductivity slightly increased to $.% mS cm"!. This 
is expected with the presence of the thio-LISICON III analog 
phase detected via XRD measurements, since it has been 
reported to have a slightly higher ionic conductivity of $.(& mS 
cm"! at room temperature[%$] enhancing the overall ionic trans-
port within the glass–ceramic electrolyte. It has been seen that 
the ionic conductivity in Li thiophosphate materials depends 
not only on their structural order (crystalline vs amorphous), 
but also on the crystalline phase(s) that precipitate from the 
mother glass.[!(,%$–%#] In the case of the amorphous LPS *'-#', 
an ionic conductivity of $.%# mS) cm"! at room temperature 
has been reported[%$,%!] and upon heating (up to #'$) °C), con-
ductivities slightly higher, still on the $.! mS)cm"! range, have 
been observed due to the precipitation of the thio-LISICON III 
analog (Li%.#P$.,(S&) metastable crystalline phase.[!%] This phase 
is not thermodynamically stable since upon further heating 
evolves into other crystalline phases, such as !-Li%PS&, "- Li%PS&, 
and Li&P#S(, all with a lower room temperature conductivity in 
the order of !)$)!$"% mS)cm"!.[%%,%&]

From Figure) 'a, it can be observed that the room tem-
perature ionic conductivity of LPS *'-#' increased from 
$.% to !.! mS) cm"! when hot-pressing from &* to #*$) MPa 
(!.*!–!.+& g)cm"%), and a slight decrease to $.+ mS)cm"! when 
hot-pressing at %($)MPa (!.+( g)cm"%). To explain the changes 
observed, the impact of densification on the internal volume 
(void space) available for Li motion and Li di"usivity was quan-
tified. Moreover, the anionic building units were identified via 
Raman since it is known that lithium is dynamically coupled 
to the reorientation and thermal vibration of the local anionic 
building units in thiophosphate glasses.[%(] The Raman spectra 
(Figure S(, Supporting Information) showed ortho-thiophos-
phate species (PS&%") as the dominant species at &#!)±) ! cm"!, 
known to be responsible for the high ionic conductivity in Li 
thiophosphate glasses.[%*] In addition, hypo-thiophosphate spe-
cies (P#S(&") at around %+$ cm"! were detected, in agreement 
with Dietrich et)al. for this composition.[%*] The intensity of both 
signals were independent from the densification conditions, 
therefore, the concentration of PS&%" and P#S(&" are believed to 
be the same among all samples. Consequently, the fraction of 
anion polymorphs are not responsible for the changes in ionic 
transport observed in this study.

Regarding the volume available for Li migration, Figure S+ 
(Supporting Information) plots the relationship between the 
glass density and the characteristic dimensions for the chan-
nels (i.e., void space) available for Li migration within the 
glass. Earlier studies of ion migration in solids have shown that 
the size of the migration channel strongly correlates with ion 
mobility.[%+] For example, Ichihashi et)al.[%+] have shown that ion 
migration is facilitated when the channel diameter is neither too 
small—a narrow bottleneck tends to block migration—nor too 
large. (In the latter case, the mobile species migrates along the 
pore surface.) Using the crystallographic topology analysis rou-
tines implemented in the Zeo++ code, Figure S+ (Supporting 
Information) demonstrates that, as expected, the diameters of 
both the largest included sphere (Di) and the largest included 

sphere along the free sphere path (Dif) monotonically decrease 
with increasing density. (Di describes the diameter of the largest 
pore found anywhere within the glass model, while Dif refers to 
the largest diameter along a channel that permeates the entire 
system, and which is everywhere large enough to accommodate 
Li+ migration.) From Figure)'b, the activation energy and dif-
fusivity of Li are predicted to be minimized and maximized, 
respectively, for a density of !.*' g)cm"%. The void space anal-
ysis in Figure S+ (Supporting Information) shows that at this 
density, Di)= Dif)= %.! Å. This implies that the optimal channel 
size for Li migration in the LPS glass is #%.! Å, and that this 
dimension is achieved for densities near !.*' g)cm"%. Thus, the 
highest ionic conductivity would have been expected near such 
density. Experimentally, the highest ionic conductivity value of 
!.! mS)cm"! was observed at !.+& g)cm"%. Even though there is 
a #'% deviation between predicted versus experimental values, 
it is reasonable to believe that the ionic transport changes 
observed as a function of density can be explained via theoretical 
calculations. When hot-pressing LPS *'-#' at ,$)MPa a room 
temperature ionic conductivity of $.& mS cm"! was observed. 
The change observed compared to the sample hot-pressed at 
&*)MPa is attributed mainly to increased di"usivity reflected 
as higher ionic conductivity according to the Nernst–Einstein 
equation.[%,] AIMD calculations predicted that when going from 
++% to ,&% relative density (!.('–!.** g)cm"%), the lithium self-
di"usivity increases from *.+)$)!$"+ to ,.()$)!$"+ cm#)s"! at %$$ K 
as shown in Figure)'b; and Table S! (Supporting Information). 
Furthermore, activation energies for Li ion conduction are in 
agreement with the changes observed in lithium self-di"usivity; 
samples with higher lithium self-di"usivity exhibit a lower acti-
vation energy for Li ion conduction.

The largest change in ionic conductivity compared to the 
cold-pressed sample occurred when hot-pressing LPS at 
!+$ and #*$)MPa, resulting in !.$ and !.! mS cm"!, respectively. 
The increase in conductivity observed in the LPS hot-pressed 
at !+$ and #*$)MPa is also consistent with the microstructural 
changes (glassy fractures and nearly theoretical densities). 
Aside from the optimal channel size found for Li migration 
in LPS glass that facilitates ionic transport, the impact of den-
sification on Li di"usivity for di"erent Li coordination envi-
ronments was quantified. It has been reported that Li-ions in 
thiophosphate glasses experience a range of di"erent coordi-
nation environments.[%(] Therefore, partial pair distribution 
functions (p-PDF) and total neutron weighted PDF, G%(r) were 
simulated (Figure S&, Supporting Information) and compared 
to the experimental data acquired via neutron scattering. First, 
from the PDF obtained via neutron di"raction (Figure) 'c), it 
was observed that the Li environment changes as a function of 
molding pressure. More specifically, shifts on the bond lengths 
for the Li–S pairs were measured. The sample hot-pressed at 
#*$)MPa with highest ionic conductivity of !.! mS)cm"! showed 
a Li"S bond distance of #.'& . compared to a bond distance 
of #.& . for the sample hot-pressed at ,$)MPa ($.& mS) cm"!). 
Even though the Li"Li bond lengths were not well defined to 
determine shifts, calculations determined that Li–S polyhedra 
exhibiting corner sharing show a Li"S bond length of #.'# . 
as opposed to a #.&% . bond length for Li–S polyhedra with a 
face-sharing configuration. Although the shift between Li–S 
pairs was not expected to increase as the molding pressure 
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increased, mechanical anisotropy has been reported for Li&P#S( 
via first-principles calculations.[&$] Based on the Raman spectra 
collected, hypo-thiophosphate species (P#S(&") were indeed pre-
sent in the samples and the mechanical anisotropy of such 
species may be accentuated at higher molding pressures, 
and could explain the shift observed. Nevertheless, corner-
sharing and face-sharing configurations di"er considerably in 
activation energies for Li ion conduction $.#') versus $.%&) eV, 
respectively. Additionally, the corner-sharing configuration 
presents about an order of magnitude higher Li di"usivity 
values compared to the face-sharing configuration (,.#)$) !$"+ 
and ,.()$)!$", cm#)s"! at %$$)K and !)bar, respectively). Further 
characterization with *Li NMR spectroscopy is needed to ana-
lyze molecular interactions more thoroughly. Nonetheless, the 
increase in di"usivity with pressure reaches a limit when the 
available volume of cation di"usion pathways constrains anion 
rotational mobility.[%(] This is consistent with the calculations 
performed that showed a di"usion coe-cient nearly one order 
of magnitude lower when pressing LPS glass at a hypothetical 
pressure of !$$)$) !$#)MPa (Figure) 'b). The slight decrease in 
conductivity of LPS hot-pressed at %($)MPa could be explained 
by this constriction in anion reorientation[%(] and the presence 
of microcracks in the microstructure resulting in an ionic con-
ductivity of $.+ mS cm"!.

Additionally, CCD measurements were performed at 
room temperature as a function of stack pressure (!.', %.!, 
and (.!) MPa) for cold-pressed LPS, and at ($) °C, !.') MPa  
for both LPS cold-pressed and hot-pressed at #*$) MPa  
(Figures S,, S!$, and Table S#, Supporting Information). As it 
was expected from the outcomes of this work, the sample that 
was hot-pressed at #*$)MPa, with higher ionic conductivity and 
less volume fraction of porosity (#% compared to !#% for the 
cold-pressed) exhibited a CCD of !.! mA) cm"# compared to 
$.& mA) cm"# for the cold-pressed sample at ($) °C, !.')MPa. 
Even though the CCD increased by a factor of almost three, 
the voltage traces of the hot-pressed sample showed signifi-
cant overpolarization suggesting unstable cycling at the higher 
current densities (Figure S,c, Supporting Information). The 
tests performed at di"erent stack pressures elucidated that the 
overpolarization was a result of loss in contact area due to void 
formation between the electrode and electrolyte as it has been 
observed and reported in other systems, such as: Li-argyrodite 
(Li(PS'Cl),[&!] Li-LLZO,[&#,&%] and Na-Na ß’’ alumina.[&&] Given 
that Li creep is the dominant mechanism transporting Li to the 
interface rather than Li di"usion,[&!,&#] such replenishment can 
be aided via stack pressure or temperature. In the case of the 
measurements conducted at room temperature, it was observed 
that the critical stack pressure (pressure at which the rate of 
replenishment of Li at the interface is equal to the rate at which 
Li is depleted from it) was ! %.!)MPa at $.! mA) cm"#. How-
ever, such stack pressure could not be applied to the sample 
hot-pressed at #*$)MPa without fracture given its brittle nature. 
Hence, the attempt of testing CCD of the hot-pressed sample at 
a lower stack pressure (!.')MPa) at ($)°C. It is worth noting that 
the critical stack pressure is dependent on the current density. 
Thus, even though Li creep was facilitated by temperature, it 
was not su-cient to remain below the critical current density 
for stripping resulting in loss of contact between Li and LPS, 
leading to increasing local current density for the same overall 

current density. In other words, the limitation of applying a high 
enough stack pressure to enable su-cient Li replenishment at 
the Li-LPS interface upon stripping impeded the measurement 
of the “real” CCD for plating in this system, which would be 
expected to be !!.! mA)cm"#. These results highlight some of 
the practical challenges that sulfide-based and other solid elec-
trolytes need to overcome to enable all-solid-state batteries.

#. Conclusion
In this work, it was demonstrated that Li#S-P#S' *'-#' can be 
densified close to its theoretical density, while preserving the 
preferred amorphous phase by hot-pressing at the glass tran-
sition temperature (##$$) °C) at !+$)MPa or above. Through 
the simultaneous application of pressure at Tglass to facilitate 
plastic flow, but below Tcrystallization to prevent crystallization, 
near theoretical density was achieved. Moreover, the distinc-
tion between particles and particle boundaries was nearly 
eliminated at #*$)MPa or above, resulting in a material that 
more closely resembled a melt-processed glass. If it were not 
for the simultaneous application of pressure above &*) MPa, 
we believe crystallization would have occurred as we previ-
ously demonstrated.[!%] It was observed that crystallization 
was suppressed using pressures !)#,$)MPa at Tglass by elimi-
nating particle boundaries and pores that would otherwise 
act as nucleation sites to promote crystallization of the less 
desirable thio-LISICON III-analog phase. Even though the 
metastable crystalline thio-LISICON III analog phase exhibits 
slightly higher ionic conductivity than the amorphous phase, 
the presence of grain boundaries may not be desirable as 
they are known to facilitate Li propagation at higher charging 
rates.[!#] In this study, the application of relatively high pres-
sure (>&* MPa), while heating at Tglass resulted in dramatic 
changes in material properties, such as the mechanical and 
electrical properties. While changes to the extrinsic properties 
were observed and analyzed, such as microstructure and rela-
tive density, changes to the intrinsic properties, such as E and 
the ionic conductivity were also observed.

The change in E was divided in two regimes. One that is dis-
tinguished mainly by reduction in the volume fraction of porosity 
and the other that combines the latter with intermediate-range 
order changes; rearrangement of atoms at the molecular level 
leading to a more compact material. The cold-pressed and hot-
pressed at &* and ,$)MPa, which observed a slight increase in 
relative density as a function of molding pressure (%% RD) are in 
excellent agreement with the exponential relationship between E 
and the volume fraction of porosity described by Rice et) al.[#%] 
However, when hot-pressing at !+$)MPa and above, changes at 
the molecular-level may explain the significant increase (>!$$%) 
in E. The pair distribution functions collected via neutron dif-
fraction with a higher mean coordination number, mostly on 
the Li–S pairs, suggested a more interconnected arrangement 
between the Li and S atoms, resulting in higher elastic con-
stants. This is considered a change in intrinsic behavior that we 
believe is a result of the simultaneous application of pressure 
and temperature during densification.

This study also showed that LPS hot pressed at #$$) °C 
and #*$) MPa with a ,+% relative density can attain ionic 
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conductivities of !.! mS) cm"! at room temperature with a 
higher E compared to a standard processed cold-pressed 
sample (%($)MPa) with a room temperature ionic conductivity 
of $.# mS) cm"!, +,% dense. This conductivity represents the 
highest room temperature ionic conductivity reported for the 
LPS *'-#' composition to date. The step increase in ionic con-
ductivity was attributed to a change in Li coordination environ-
ment for the sample hot-pressed at #*$)MPa, that exhibited the 
highest value of !.! mS)cm"! at room temperature. The change 
between corner-sharing to face-sharing of the Li–S polyhedra 
with higher di"usivity at #*$)MPa found via neutron pair dis-
tribution functions and the reduction of the available volume 
of cation di"usion pathways facilitates the Li ion mobility in 
the glass structure. Such favorable Li coordination environ-
ment and increased di"usivity and mobility explain the step 
increase in ionic conductivity as a function of molding pres-
sure. Nevertheless, the increase in di"usivity with pressure 
reaches a limit when the available volume of cation di"u-
sion pathways constrains anion rotational mobility, which we 
believe it explains the slight decrease in ionic conductivity of 
the sample hot-pressed at %($)MPa. Interestingly, it was found 
that the residual stress could play an important role not only 
on the mechanical integrity of the specimens resulting in an 
increase in brittleness, but also in ionic transport. The ionic 
transport behavior observed on the denser microstructures (at 
and above !.** g) cm"%, molding pressure of !,$)MPa) could 
be explained by the microstructures constructed through 
ab initio Parrinello–Rahmen dynamics (NPT) at and above 
%($)MPa, suggesting that even though the EIS measurements 
were performed at %.!')MPa, the microstructures resemble the 
properties of microstructures that are under compression at 
%($)MPa and above. This was an unexpected result; thus, we 
believe that the role that residual stress could play on Li trans-
port and consequently in Li electrodeposition should be consid-
ered for future studies.

Although it is counterintuitive that a metal, such as Li, that 
is relatively soft at room temperature,[#*,#+] could penetrate sti" 
ceramic solid electrolytes,[&'] it has been shown that this is pos-
sible at high charging rates.[&(] Moreover, pores and particle/
grain boundaries are common defects that are believed to play a 
role in causing ionic current focusing e"ects or “hot spots,” thus 
influencing stable versus unstable Li electrodeposition.[!!,!#,&*] 
From this work, it was observed that such defects can be tuned 
by changing the processing conditions. It was found that E 
is a"ected by defects, such as pores, but most importantly by 
molecular arrangements. Moreover, these rearrangements 
result in a higher di"usivity increasing ionic transport. The 
outcomes of this work show that optimization of the micro-
structure of the solid electrolyte likely be intimately connected 
to the maximum tolerable current density since it can define 
the resulting defects/properties that have been identified to 
have an e"ect on CCD. In addition, the importance of external 
variables, such as stack pressure and/or temperature to aid Li 
creep during stripping were identified as practical challenges 
that sulfide-based solid electrolytes need to overcome to enable 
all-solid-state batteries. Finally, this work provides insight into 
processing-structure-property relationships that can be used as 
a guideline to increase the feasibility of LPS-based all-solid-state 
battery technology.

+. Experimental Section
Synthesis and Processing: The amorphous )*Li!S-!*P!S* (mol%) solid 

electrolyte was synthesized from crystalline Li!S (&&.&$%, Aldrich) and 
P!S* (&&%, Sigma-Aldrich) by mechanochemical synthesis after being 
mixed in an agate mortar and pestle. The mixed precursors were placed 
in a #*-cc zirconia pot with %" zirconia balls of %"+mm in diameter and 
%" zirconia balls of *+mm in diameter, sealed in a dry Ar-filled glovebox 
(water concentration below ".*+ ppm), placed inside stainless steel 
vessels, and transported in an inert atmosphere. The pots were spun 
at *%" RPM for %" h in a Planetary Micro Mill (Pulverisette ), Fritsch 
GmbH), with !+h intervals of milling followed by %"+min rest intervals at 
room temperature.

Milled LPS )*-!* powder was hot-pressed at !""+°C for #+h between 
#) and (,"+MPa with a heating rate of ".)+±+ ".%+ °C+min"% by resistive 
heating. Cold-pressed pellets (!*+ °C) were pressed at (,"+ MPa for 
%"+min using a ,+mm diameter stainless steel die in a double-acting 
configuration.

Glass Transition Determination via TMA: Assignment of the glass 
transition temperature (Tglass) of the cold-pressed LPS specimens was 
conducted by TMA using (TA Instruments, Q#"", ,.")+ mm diameter 
macroexpansion probe) in an Argon atmosphere. Expansion mode was 
selected, following ASTM Standard Test Method E%*#*-%% (Reapproved 
!"%,)[#$] Cold-pressed specimens were , and >!+ mm in diameter 
and thickness, respectively, heated at ".)+ °C min"%—same heating 
rate used for hot-pressing the samples. No temperature gradients are 
considered to have a'ected the data acquired given the slow heating rate 
used and the thickness of the samples. The TMA specimens were tested 
using a preload of "."% N to ensure good contact between the probe and 
the specimen. ".! N was used as the applied force, and argon as the purge 
gas (!""+mL min"%). To reduce presence of moisture, the TMA instrument 
chamber was heated at %"+°C min"% to #""+°C for ("+min and cooled down 
before loading the samples. The intersection of the extrapolation of the 
slope of the probe displacement curve before and after the transition was 
used to determine the glass transition temperature.

Crystallization Temperature Determination via DSC: The cold-pressed 
sample and hot-pressed samples were grounded with an agate 
mortar and pestle and sealed in aluminum hermetic pans inside a dry 
(<".*+ppm H!O) Ar-filled glovebox. To avoid any residual moisture, the 
aluminum pans were kept in a vacuum oven at %!"+ °C. The samples 
were transferred to the DSC (Q-%"", TA Instruments) and heated under 
flowing nitrogen gas (*"+mL min"%) within a temperature range from 
#" to (""+ °C using a heating rate of ".)+ °C min"%. The zeroline was 
subtracted from the measured heat flow rate on all samples to get the 
true sample heat flow rate eliminating influences from apparatus and 
reference samples, and facilitate analysis of transitions.

Density Determination: Mass densities were obtained by the 
Archimedes Principle using an Archimedes density determination kit 
(OHAUS Corp., NJ) inside a dry Ar-filled glovebox. Wet masses were 
measured with pellets immersed in cyclohexane.

Microstructural Features via SEM: Fractured surfaces of the LPS cold-
pressed and hot-pressed bulk specimens were mounted on carbon tape 
and examined by SEM (JSM-)$""F, JEOL) at %*."+kV using an air-tight 
transfer vessel (JU!"%"!%$, JEOL).

Crystallinity via XRD: Long-range order and identification of the 
crystalline phases present were determined by analysis of X-ray 
di'raction patterns (Cu K% %.*# Å radiation, step size ".%°, scan speed of 
".%°!&+min"%) at #"+kV and %*+mA using a di'ractometer (Smartlab X-Ray 
di'ractometer, Rigaku). The electrolyte pellets were manually ground in 
an agate mortar and pestle, and then placed in an air-free holder with 
a Beryllium window (!#**-SH-""%, Rigaku) to perform the analysis. The 
thio-LISICON III XRD pattern adapted from Kanno et+al.[%&] was digitized 
by PlotDigitizer !.,.,.

Elastic Constants from Ultrasonic Velocity Measurements: This 
technique displaces particles through a material via propagation of a 
longitudinal or shear wave. For isotropic materials, such as glasses, the 
two types have distinct values of wave velocity that depend on structural 
characteristics, such as density and elasticity. Thus, this method can 
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be used to determine the elastic constants of materials with di'erent 
structural properties in a nondestructive way.

The samples were prepared following the ASTM E#&#-%* standard[#&] 
and tested inside of a dry (<".*+ ppm H!O) Ar-filled glovebox using a 
pulse-receiver from Olympus (*")(PR with M%%" and V%*, transducers). 
The couplants used were mineral oil and SWC-! from Olympus for 
longitudinal and shear wave speed measurements, respectively. The 
equations used to determine the elastics constants are as follows

V x
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2
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L
= ! "

"  
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VL denotes the longitudinal speed, &x corresponds to the specimen 
thickness in which the wave travels through, and &tL the time of flight 
that takes the longitudinal wave to travel the specimen back and forth 
during a pulse-echo measurement. The same equation is used to 
determine the shear/transverse wave speed using the corresponding 
time of flight. The time of flight was measured with an oscilloscope 
(PicoScope !!")a, Pico Technologies)
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Where G corresponds to the shear modulus, # is the density of the 
material being tested, and versus is the shear/transverse wave speed.

The Young’s Modulus was calculated using the equation below
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Where vL and versus corresponds to the longitudinal and shear wave 
speed, respectively.

Young’s Moduli and Hardness via Nanoindentation: Nanoindentation 
was performed using a Hysitron &*" Triboindenter using a high-load 
Berkovich probe. The samples were mounted on magnets (Ted Pella, 
AFM specimen disks) and polished for surface preparation inside a 
dry Ar-filled glovebox. Silicon carbide %!"" grit sandpaper was used 
as initial polishing step, followed by (", %*, ,, %, and ".* µm diamond 
pastes against PSA polishing cloths (Mager Scientific). A glass plate 
along with a custom-made holder were used to maintain flat surfaces, 
anhydrous cyclohexane was selected to rinse the samples between 
polishing steps. The samples were transferred to the instrument using 
air-tight containers, and a thin layer of mineral oil (nonreactive with 
LPS) was applied onto the samples to protect them from moisture 
exposure during measurements. The measured values did not 
change throughout the acquisition period (#%+h). Thus, validating that 
the mechanical integrity of the samples was conserved throughout the 
measurements.

The initial unloading contact sti'ness, S, for an axisymmetric 
indenter, such as a Berkovich probe, the relationship is

S P
h

Ed
d

2 Ar!
= =
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Where P denotes the indentation load, h the displacement during one 
complete cycle of loading and unloading. Er corresponds to the reduced 
modulus that accounts for the fact that measured elastic displacement 
includes contributions from both the specimen and the indenter. The 
reduced modulus is given by
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Where Ef and $f are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of 
the specimen, and Ei and $i are the same quantities for the indenter 
(Berkovich, Ei+ = %%#"+ GPa and $i+ = ".")). In order to independently 
establish the hardness and modulus, the projected contact area needs 
to be measured.[%)] The contact areas measured for the cold-pressed 

sample ((,"+MPa) and hot-pressed sample at !)"+MPa were $.$)( and 
,.%%$ µm!, respectively

H P
A
max=

 
(,)

Where Pmax is the peak load and A corresponds to the contact area.
Surface Imaging via AFM: Atomic force microscopy was performed 

using a Hysitron &*" Triboindenter with in situ imaging capabilities. 
A PeakForce tapping technique was used, where the maximum load 
applied was ! µN. The samples were transferred to the instrument using 
air-tight containers, and a thin layer of mineral oil (nonreactive with LPS) 
was applied onto the samples to protect them from moisture exposure 
during imaging.

EIS Measurements: Symmetric Li|LPS|Li cells were assembled (&&.&% 
metals basis, )*" µm thick, Alfa Aesar) and aligned with a Teflon PTFE 
tube using nickel pins (&&.&$% purity, Goodfellow) as current collectors. 
EIS measurements were acquired on a potentiostat (BioLogic VMP ("") 
at room temperature under (.*+MPa (load necessary to minimize the 
e'ect of stack pressure on cell impedance). The frequency range used 
was *" mHz to )+MHz using %"+mV as the perturbation voltage and 
( measurements were acquired per frequency. Li metal electrodes were 
used for ionic conductivity measurements due to inaccessibility to a 
sputter coater inside an inert atmosphere. Additionally, the ability to 
achieve low interfacial resistances between Li and LPS allows to clearly 
identify the contribution of each transport phenomena of the spectra. 
Since it is known that LPS reacts with Li to form a solid electrolyte 
interface, measurements were conducted immediately after cell assembly 
to eliminate Li-LPS contact time as a variable. Furthermore, equivalent 
circuit modeling was performed to validate the analysis. The equivalent 
circuit used to analyze frequency-dependent transport phenomena was 
Zu+ + QBulk/ZBulk+ + QCT, Li-LPS/ZCT, Li-LPS, where Zu corresponds to the 
uncompensated impedance, QBulk and ZBulk correspond to the constant 
phase element and ionic impedance of the bulk, respectively. QCT, Li-LPS 
and ZCT, Li-LPS denote the constant phase element and impedance at 
the electrode/electrolyte interface (CT = charge transfer). The results 
obtained for the fitting are listed in Table)!. %.!) cm! was the area used 
for the cold-pressed, hot-pressed at #) and &"+MPa samples. ".")& cm! 
was the area used for the samples hot-pressed at %$", !)", and (,"+MPa.

High-Resolution PDF: The samples used were synthesized with a 
&& at% )Li enriched mixture for the Li!S precursor and pressed at the 
same conditions as the samples with natural Li (&!.* at% )Li, ).* at% 
,Li). The samples were ground into powder using an agate mortar and 
pestle and sealed in quartz capillaries (!+mm in diameter, "."%+mm for 
the wall thickness, Hampton Research, #," mm( of sample) in a dry 
(<".*+ppm H!O) Ar-filled glovebox. The measurements were carried out at 
($"+K using the Nanoscale-Ordered Materials Di'ractometer (NOMAD) 
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Spallation Neutron Source. The data 
were reduced and corrected for attenuation and multiple scattering using 
ADDIE (ADvanced Di'raction Environment) user software.

Raman Spectroscopy: Raman spectra were collected using a Horiba 
instrument (LabRAM HR-$"", Horibausing). A *(!+nm laser was used, 
spot size of *" µm. Samples were loaded and sealed in a quartz window 
holder custom-made inside of a dry Ar-filled glovebox.

Computational Methods: AIMD were conducted to study the structure 
and di'usivity of amorphous Li(PS#. The initial amorphous structure 
with Li+ and tetrahedral PS#(" ionic units was generated via a Monte 
Carlo approach[*"] with periodic boundary conditions at a density of 
%.$$+g cm"(; followed by a AIMD melt-and-quench routine. The structure 
was heated to %""" K at )" K+ps"%, held at %""" K for (+ps, then cooled 
at the same rate with an additional (+ps of equilibration at the target 
temperature. The simulation cell consisted of ," Li+ and !" PS#(" ions. 
Calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation 
package.[*%] The generalized gradient approximation in the formulation 
of Perdew–Burke–Emzerhof was used in combination with the projector 
augmented method.[*!,*(] Lithium trajectories were propagated with a  
! fs time step within the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble, 
employing the Langevin thermostat.[%*] The plane-wave energy cuto' was 
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set to #""+eV and a single k-point was used. Lithium di'usivities were 
evaluated using the Einstein relation
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Where ri(t) is the position of the ith lithium ion, N is the number of 
lithium ions, and the enclosing brackets · · · indicate an average over the 
time interval t. The di'usivity was calculated at temperatures of )"", $*", 
and %""" K; and at pressures of ".%, (,", %""", !""", and %"" $ %"!+MPa.

The elastic properties of amorphous Li(PS# subject to hydrostatic 
pressure were calculated with density functional theory using the stress–
strain approach.[*#] The amorphous simulation cell exhibited triclinic 
symmetry, which requires the calculation of !% independent elastic 
coe-cients Cij. The stresses resulting from the application of six finite 
strains with displacements of ±"."%* Å were used to solve for Cij in 
'i+= Cij (j (i, j+= %, !, …, ,). The force and electronic convergence were set to 
%""#+eV+Å"% and %"",+eV, respectively. The bulk, shear, and Young’s moduli 
were subsequently determined using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill approximation. 
This approximation relates the single-crystal elastic constants to the 
polycrystalline elastic moduli.[**] The Voigt (V) moduli provide an upper 
bound to these values, the Reuss (R) moduli provides a lower bound, and 
the Hill (H) moduli is the arithmetic average of the two. The bulk B and 
shear modulus G within these approximations are defined as
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where S+= C"% is the compliance matrix and the subscripts refer to either 
the Voigt, Reuss, or Hill moduli. Finally, the Young’s modulus E and 
Poisson’s ratio v are determined by
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The Voight-Reuss-Hill approximation is ideal for an amorphous 
material since the approach averages all methods over all possible 
lattice orientations.[**] Given that there is no directionality in amorphous 
materials, this approach is best suited for LPS in this work.

An analysis of the connectivity of void/pore space within Li(PS# glass 
that is available for Li+ migration was obtained via Voronoi network 
analysis (Zeo++ code).[*,] Ionic radii were adopted as the e'ective sizes 
for each elemental component.[*)]
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